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Announcements 

: Spring Senate Meeting Dates 
' 

April 20th 

May 4th 

All meetings will be held in Newton 204 and begin at 4:00 P.M. 

Message from the Chair 

If you have not received bulletin number 21 please contact Kurt Cylke as soon as possible 
and a copy will be delivered to you. Spring elections are currently underway. Please return your 
ballot to the appropriate collection place no later than 4:00pm on Thursday April 22"d. If you do 
not receive a ballot by Friday April 161

h please contact Kurt Cylke at 245-5476. I regret the 
distribution problems that have occurred and I am working to rectify the situation. 

' ' 

Call to Order 

Adoption of Agenda 

College Senate Meeting 

20 April 1999 
4:00 PM, Newton 204 

Agenda 

Approval of the Minutes of the Previous Meeting · 
. ( 16 March 1999 Bulletin pages 326-321) 

Reports of the Standing Committees 
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Undergraduate Curriculum K. Jones 

. First Reading 

Biology 
. New Course: Bioi 393 Honors Researchffhesis (pp.343-347) 

Interdisciplinary 

.. .New Course: Hist/Plsc German Society& Politics Since 1945 (pp.348-353) 

Graduate Academic Affairs J. Bushnell 

Resolution on Graduate Student Funding Issues (p354) 

. Undergraduate Academic Policies and Core. and Review S. Edgar 

First Reading 

Critical Writing and Reading Core Guidelines (p. 361) 
Numeric and Symbolic Graduation Requirement Guidelines (p. 362 
Re-.:ised Social Science Core Guidelines (p.363-364) 

. Proposal to Review the Core (p. 360) 

1 Faculty Affairs 
. ' . . . ' 

C. Filice 

first Reading 

·' ' . . 
'·. 

. Revised Guidelines for Appointment, Term Renewal, Promotion, 
and Continuing Appointment (p. 368-369) 

Student Affairs 

Unfinished Business 
New Business 

Adjournment 
, · ! :. 

·' 

D. Repinski 
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Minutes of the Faculty Affairs Committee, March 30, 1999 

Present: I. Bosch, T. Everett, Carlo Filice, Keri Gillette, E. Gillin, H. Hoops, Tara Karch, M. 
Lima, B. McCoy, J. Williams · 

Chair called the meeting to order at 4:07pm 
- '! . ,. . .. 

Minutes of March 9 were approved first. 

· : · · ·The first item on the agenda was the results of the faculty survey and what to do about 
them. 270 questionnaires were distributed and 93 responded as follows: 

Question I. 52 Strongly agree/agree that the criteria for tenure and promotion should be 
equivalent 32 Strongly . disagn~e/disagree 9 Neutral 

Question II. 50 agr~e that the criteria for early promotion to associate professor be the 
saine 15 feel that the criteria should be higher in one or more categories 

Hoops requested that Filice summarize the "feelings" behind the answers. Filice reported 
that opponents to question one thought that if we were to change the criteria, we might Jose some 

. very good teachers. They thought that continuing appointment would become more difficult to 
obtain. Jim Williams reminded the Committee that this was the concern the Provost expressed 
w.hen:she came to FAC. 

Filice further reported that faculty who agreed that the criteria for tenure and promotion 
be ··made equivalent emphasized that this change should not make Continuing Appointment or 
ten·ure (CA) harder to get. A few pointed out that this could make our salaries more competitive. 
Most thought that if a person was qualified to receive tenures/he should be good enough to be 
granted promotion. Finally, it was reported that some of the ones in the survey who agreed to the 

·· ·change \\iant the requirements for publications lowered because of our heavy teaching load. 

About question two the typical comment by survey respondents was: "promotion at a rank should 
be· based on the same criteria, regardless of when it occurs." 

Filice raised a few options as to what to do next: 

I. do nothing (and leave the current criteria and practices as they are, in their murky state) 

2. propose that the criteria for Promotion to Associate Professor (PAP) and for CA be equivalent 

3. same as 2, with the proviso that the current in-use criteria for receiving CA not be raised 

4. retain the present practices but make them consistent with official policies (which stipulate a 
35% scholarship factor). This might mean that for CA. the scholarship requirement be lowered 
to, say, I 5 or 20% 
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Everett requested that no. 4 be clarified. 

it was' answered that while current policies require a 35% scholarship factor for receiving CA, the 
practice in some departments in granting CA appear to overemphasize teaching and to ' 
underemphasize this 35% requirement . This scholarship requirement is then emphasized in 
grantin.g PAP. · · 

Jim Wi11iams asked whether we would be raising the bar for tenure. Reminding us of the morale 
problem in departments where there is a number of people who get tenured but not promoted, 
Everett asked whether that problem is really worse than losing the good teachers we have 
because they are not considered ready for promotion. . · 

'. · . : ' 

Jim Williams shared his own story: the work he does with the Army Reserve made promotion 
tnke longer in his case: he might not have gotten tenure with a higher bar. 

Keri Gillette does not trust the statistical significance of the survey, emphasizing that this is not 
an issue we should even be pursuing (due to the low response in her estimation). 

The other student in FAC, Tara Karch, feels that if someone is good enough for CA, she. should 
be good enough for promotion; that in her experience, students do wonder why the professor has 
not gone from assistant to associate in a reasonable time. At the same time, she feels that 
professors are more enthusiastic if not yet tenured. 

Bosch points out that the Department is hurt in tenuring but not promoting its faculty. To change 
the focus. Everett asked if we were comparing our statistics about CA and promotion to any other 
colleges. Are there other schools that have tenured assistant professors? Hoops answered that the 
COPLAC school standards are being investigated. In Geneseo. unfortunately, only 50% of those 
who apply do get promoted. Bosch feels that we should lower the standards for promotion. · 

Williams suggests that we go for resolution no. 3 without the parenthesis. Gillin prefers no; 2. 
allowing each department to adjust standards as appropriate. Williams says he will vote against 
no. 2. Everett also wants no. 2, adding that some adjustments will happen naturally. 

McCov feels that in a wav she is willin!! to raise the standards for CA. that we cannot afford as an . . ~ 

institution not to raise them. The message to the incoming faculty should be that they must 
produce scholarship since the beginning. There would be added checks and balances along the 
way. McCoy's suggestion is that we host discussions to fully ascertain the mood of our faculty 
before bringing a resolution to Senate. 

Everett suggests a straw vote on no. 2: six in favor and five against. 

Filice goes back to his initial claim that getting 629c approval from respondents is not 
insignificant: that the fact that only 92 or so people answered the survey does not meim that we 
don't have a mandate from the faculty: and that if we make this proposal to Senate. the College 
community will be able to indirectly express its views. 

Lima strongl'y opposes this option: in her experience, the Senate is not a place for meaningful 
discussion. Gillette really wants the change in criteria to go through: what if, she asked the 
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committee, the ones in the survey who are opposed to the change are all in Senate? 

Williams reminds us that FAC will be composed of different members next year, and they may 
·· .. · I . . . ' 

· not feel that the change is relevant. Besides, SOFis are coming up for review, and that process 
will take up most of the Committee's time. Bosch is worried that the issue won't ever come up 
again if it gets rejected in Senate this time. Filice wants to put this resolution forward since the 
committee has worked on it all year. 

There is ~ ~otion that we word the ·resolution as a motion t~ the, Senate t~ ·clarify the College 
Senate -guidelines for CA and promotion,'rewriting the guidelines so ttiatthey become equivalent. 
A subcommittee is immediately constituted to word such resolution: Williams, Hoops, and 
Filice. The vote on the motion to reword and to send the resolution to the senate is seven in 
favor, two abstentions, and one against. . . . . . 

Next meeting will be ori April 20th .. 

' ", ! ' . ! ' .: ~ ' . : ~ . . . ., 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:25pm 
•. ' . . { ' '. . .. · 

. - : 

Respectfully submitted by Maria Lima 

,, , . 

~ . ; 
' , : ' 

. - .. i -

' • ,·_._ · 
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Proposed Revision 

Please note: Deletions are in bold and underlined, additions are in bold. 

Associate Professor · 

Requirements include the earned doctorate or other terminal degree as defined by the discipline 
or in some cases extensive practical experience in a professional field as with performing artists 
or writers: demonstrated teaching effectiveness based upon evaluation by superiors. colleagues 
and students. (ADD) including classroom visitation; e\·idence of growing expertise in subject 
matter: contributions to curriculum and course design: evidence of significant research and 
publication (e.g. conference papers, refereed articles in important journals in the tield. books or 
books-in-progress, textbooks. funded research activities) or creative activity in the arts (e.g .. 
exhibitions, performances): participation in professional organizations: and significant service to 
the department and college. (DELETE) UsuallY, those who hold this rank will hm·e 
rontinuing appointment (ADD) Individuals who meet these criteria can be promoted to 
associate professor whether they hold continuing appointment ~·et or not. 

Professor: 

Requirements include the earned doctorate or other terminal degree as defined by the discipline 
or in some cases extensive practical experience in a professional field as with performing artists 
or writers; demonstrated evidence of consistent and superior teaching for a number of years 
based on the evaluation of superiors, colleagues and students: continuing expertise in subject 
matter: significant contributions to course design and curricular development: a truck record. 
recognized by authorities in the field, of important research and publication or creative activity in 
such fonns as books, articles, musical compositions, performances. or works of an: a 
demonstrated leadership role in service at the departmental, college, community or national level. 
(DELETE): Usuallv, those who hold this rank will have continuing appointment. 

Guidelines for continuing appointment: 

Requirements include the earned doctorate or other terminal degree as defined by the discipline 
or in some cases extensive practical experience in a professional field as with performing artists 
or writers; demonstrated teaching effectiveness based upon evaluation by superiors, colleagues 
and students, including classroom visitation; evidence of growing expertise in subject matter; 
(DELETE) contributions to course design and curriculum development; e\'idence of 
recognized accomplishment in one's field that includes research and publications, or in the 
line arts, performance activitv or exhibitions; and significant departmental and college 
wide service. (ADD) contributions to curriculum and course design; evidence of significant 
research and publication (e.g. conference papers, refereed articles in important journals in 
the field, books or books-in-progress, textbooks, funded research activities) or creath·e 
arti\'ity in the arts (e.g. exhibitions, performances); participation in professional 
organizations; and significant service to the department and college. Normally at least three 
years of term appointment status shall be required before continuing appointment is granted. 
(ADD) The criteria for granting of continuing appointment are equivalent to those for 
promotion to Associate Professor-- therefore individuals with continuing appointment will 
normally hold the rank of Associate Professor or Full Professor. 
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committee, the ones in the survey who are opposed to the change are all in_ Senate? 

Williams reminds us that FAC will be composed of different members next year, and they may 
not feel that the change is relevant. Besides, SOFis are coming up for review, and that process 
will take up most of the Committee's time. Bosch is worried that the issue won't ever come up 
again if it gets rejected in Senate this time. Filice wants to put this resolution forward since the 
committee has worked on it all year. 

There is :~ ·motion that we word the resolution as a motion to the. Senate to "clarify the College 
Senate ·guidelines for CA and promotion, rewriting the guidelines so that they become equivalent. 
A subcommittee is immediately constituted to word such resolution: Williams, Hoops, and 
Filice. The vote on the motion to reword and to send the resolution to the senate is seven in 
favor, two abstentions, and one against. 

1,1 · : . •• . .• ' • 

Next meeting will be on April 20th . 
. , . 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:25pm 
: .: ._, ' . 

' ,· 

Respect'fully submitted by Maria Lima 

... . ; . , , , ' . 

,: ; 

. . ~ -. ~ . 
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Proposed Revision 

Please note: Deletions are in bold and underlined, additions are in bold. 

Associate Professor 

Requirements include the earned doctorate or other terminal degree as defined by the discipline 
or in some cases extensive practical experience in a professional field as with performing artists 
or writers: demonstrated teaching effectiveness based upon evaluation by superiors. colleagues 
and students. (ADD) including classroom visitation; evidence of growing expertise in subject 
matter: contributions to curriculum and course design: evidence of significant research and 
publication (e.g. conference papers, refereed articles in imponant journals in the field. books or 
books-in-progress, textbooks. funded research activities) or creative activity in the ans (e.g .. 
exhibitions, performances): participation in professional organizations: and significant service to 
the department and college. (DELETE) Usuallv, those who hold this rank will ha\'e 
continuing appointment (ADD) Individuals who meet these criteria can be promoted to 
associate professor whether they hold continuing appointment yet or not. 

Professor: 

Requirements include the earned doctorate or other terminal degree as defined by the discipline 
or in some cases extensive practical experience in a professional field as with performing artists 
or writers; demonstrated evidence of consistent and superior teaching for a number of years 
based on the evaluation of superiors, colleagues and students: continuing expertise in subject 
matter; significant contributions to course design and curricular development: a track record. 
recognized by authorities in the field, of important research and publication or cremive activity in 
such forms as books, articles, musical compositions. performances. or works of art: a 
demonstrated leadership role in service at the departmental, college, community or national level. 
(DELETE): Usuallv, those who hold this rank will have continuing appointment. 

Guidelines for continuing appointment: 

Requirements include the earned doctorate or other terminal degree as defined by the discipline 
or in some cases extensive practical experience in a professional field as with performing artists 
or writers; demonstrated teaching effectiveness based upon evaluation by superiors, colleagues 
and students, including classroom visitation; evidence of growing expertise in subject matter; 
(DELETE) contributions to course design and curriculum development; evidence of 
recognized accomplishment in one's field that includes research and publications, or in the 
fine arts, performance activitv or exhibitions; and significant departmental and college 
wide service. (ADD) contributions to curriculum and course design; evidence of significant 
research and publication (e.g. conference papers, refereed articles in important journals in 
the field, books or books-in-progress, textbooks, funded research activities) or creative 
acti\'ity in the arts (e.g. exhibitions, performances); participation in professional 
organizations; and significant service to the department and college. Normally at least three 
years of tenn appointment status shall be required before continuing appointment is granted. 
(ADD) The criteria for granting of continuing appointment are equivalent to those for 
promotion to Associate Professor -- therefore individuals with continuing appointment will 
normally hold the rank of Associate Professor or Full Professor. 
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